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Authoritarian - Compliance Document - October 2013

England Athletics indicate that they will be using the rankings and
results systems to identify athletes who are not registered as having
paid the athletics tax.

Clubs will be notified of the offending athlete with a demand for
payment. Failure to meet the tax demand will result in the athlete
being removed from ranking lists. Public humiliation is intended as the
first of several sanctions. The compliance document also reveals how
elite athletes who have not paid the athletics tax, will have their
records adjusted to indicate they have paid. This falsehood is
intended to avoid the embarrassment caused by high profile athletes
being excluded from the rankings.

Traditionally, athletic clubs turn a blind eye to non payment of
subscriptions by the very keen young athletes. For an athletics club,
enthusiasm and positive energy from young athletes have huge
currency. UKA and England Athletics undermine the sport’s
traditional culture of effort being rewarded by support. Often a coach
or team manager will pay the subscription of a younger club member
suffering financial hardship. Clubs could once absorb these athletes
financially because most of the costs were borne by the voluntary
nature of the sport.

The compliance document also reveals how competition organisers
are being targeted to assist in excluding poorer athletes. The
compliance document states: “As soon as an entry is made by an
unregistered athlete a report is generated and automatically informs
the Membership Services Team”. The authoritarian tone continues:
“This will be real time policing without any need for additional work by
the event organiser”.

UK Athletics and England Athletics surely have no concept of what
athletics is all about. The sport has only become so expensive
because these quangos exist and are determined to keep their gravy
train rolling.

Download the compliance policy document from:
http://www.britishathleticsclubs.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/Compliance-Policy-Final.pdf

This document follows over the next 5 pages.

You can download this document from: http://www.british-athletics.co.uk/foster/comply.pdf3



Compliance Policy

England Athletics

October 2013

Athlete registration to England Athletics is important for the governance of the sport
in England with regard to applying the rules of competition, communication and
democracy within the sport. For example, the number of votes a club is entitled to is
related to the size of the club in terms of registered members.

Club affiliation and athlete registration generate funds which can be spent in ways to
benefit the whole sport.

During our Spring Consultation in 2013, the views of those consulted indicated that
the sport believes that athlete registration is important and gave a clear mandate for
policing and sanctions to be applied.

Detailed below are the main areas in which we will focus and establish our
compliance measures.

Identification of unregistered athletes competing for clubs

Through the Power of 10 database we can identify athletes who have been
competing in events for their Club. We will initially, at the end of the track and field
season, contact the Clubs of unregistered athletes asking the Club to register these
athletes.

An initial letter which highlights these athletes and requests that the club registers
them will be our initial contact. Clubs will be given a month to check their records and
obtain payment and after that period; the athletes who have not been registered will
be added to a remittance to be sent to the Club with a covering letter asking them to
pay the amount due and advising that further sanctions will be put into place if this is
not acted upon. Should the Club go on to ignore this remittance advice and the
individual athletes remain unregistered, then the athletes individual Power of 10
profile will become ‘unavailable’ on the Power of 10 website (although individual
race results will continue to show as the results are posted).

For the Club the consequences of not registering these athletes will be an increased
affiliation fee for the 2014 – 2015 affiliation year. The non-payment of athlete
registration payments could not be ignored and as a consequence be added to the
following year’s affiliation fee. Trinity will be amended to only accept a payment of ‘X’
(which is their outstanding unregistered fees as a lump sum and a late payment fine
of £50) plus their £75 affiliation fee before a renewal of Club affiliation will be
accepted.



Throughout this process the Clubs will be encouraged to discuss any issues with the
Membership Services Team to enable us to make any amendments which have
been highlighted to us e.g. athlete has since left the club without paying the fee.

Initial timelines for the launch of this letter would be:

Letter to be dispatched no later than the 1st October. (For 2013 this will be 1st

November).

Clubs will be given until the 1st November (2013 - 1st December) to contact
Membership Services to query any athlete who has appeared in their communication
and/ or pay for the athletes detailed in the letter.

On the 1st December a follow up letter will be dispatched. This will contain a
remittance advice detailing payment due against names of athletes. We will also
detail in this letter the consequences of not paying this remittance, which will be will
closure of the individual athletes Power of 10 profiles and Club penalties on their
next year’s affiliation fee. For the Club this will mean that any outstanding payments
are carried forward and increased by a late payment fine of £50 and this will be
added to their £75 cost of affiliating for the new affiliation year.

On the 1st December (2013 - 6th January), any athlete identified through this process
who remains unregistered will have their public facing individual Power of 10 profile
hidden. In the background the profile will continue to gather information and within a
week of payment the profile will be switched back We need to communicate this
action fully on the website and ebulletins to ensure that the athletes are aware of this
is happening and in this intervening period the athletes can put pressure on the
Clubs to pay their registration.

To enable us to capture athletes competing through all of the disciplines be it Track
and Field/ Cross Country this whole process will need to be completed on a regular
basis and forward timelines for this procedure to follow will be:-

Second Letter – 1st February – this letter will carry forward any athletes names still
outstanding payment plus any new athletes which have appeared on the database.

Remittance Letter – sent first week of March – which will include the Club Affiliation
renewal letter will be sent advising the Club that it is £75, plus any outstanding
payment which must be paid before affiliation for the following year will be renewed.

Power of 10 Athlete Profile closure – 31st March for any further outstanding athletes.

During the early part of each year, starting from 2014, a letter is to be sent to all
leagues and event organisers such as ERRA, ECCA etc. to make them aware of our
policy, to engage them and promote our competition checker and advise them that
during the course of the year, letters will be sent to them highlighting clubs with high
numbers of unregistered athletes.



We will also work with competition providers to carry out sporadic spot checks on
competitions during the course of the season.

Competition Checker

England Athletics have developed a competition checker which is provided free of
charge to all affiliated clubs and competition checkers. This immediately shows the
event organiser who is registered and has a current competition licence/can claim
the road race discount currently we are not advised of any of the unregistered entries
unless the event organiser chooses to share this information with us.

To ensure that this tool is user friendly there will be no action required by the event
organiser to advise us if an entry is from an unregistered athlete. As soon as an
entry is made by an unregistered athlete a report is generated and automatically
informs the Membership Services Team. The team can check Trinity to see if any
subsequent payment has been made and if not contact with the Club will be made
via a template email advising them that ‘X’ athlete has attempted to enter a
competition without a licence and payment is due to ensure their future entries are
accepted. This will be real time policing without any need for additional work by the
event organiser. This is a new functionality which is being developed during the first
quarter of 2014 and once ready needs to be fully communicated to Clubs, event
promoters both individually as well as on our website.

Website Athlete Search

We aim to have on the website an athlete search functionality which if clicked on,
takes the user through to a search engine, which harnesses Trinity to enable the
user to search for athletes and find out if they are registered. This is a method
utilised by other NGB’s such as the Amateur Swimming Association. This is a quick
search for individuals to see if they appear, see if they are registered or not (they
may have paid their funds to their club and can instigate peer pressure to ask them
to register them) and if they so wish look at their opponents.

The Search facility will be fully data protection compliant. If the search confirms that
the athlete is unregistered then a text box will appear enabling the user to complete,
if they wish, more information to highlight this athlete is competing. This will be a
whistle blowing function which can be policed internally by checking out the facts
presented using Power of 10. If the checks are conclusive the Membership Services
Team will email the Club Membership Secretary using a template email.

We have considered that people will automatically check if elite/UKA funded athletes
are registered and we will default these to registered, whilst liaising with the clubs
concerned in the background.

London Marathon Places



The registration of Club athletes to dictate the number of club places they have for
entries for the London Marathon is a tool that we can harness to encourage clubs to
register their athletes.

Promotion of this will be incorporated in the club affiliation documentation. There will
also be enhancements to the Club Portal which will highlight to the Club secretary
the number of places they have achieved through registration of their athletes as
encouragement to register more to achieve more potential places are planned and it
is thought we can also enhance this to show how many votes the Clubs have at
AGM too.

2014 Application Form

The 2014 Club Affiliation Application will be revised to have stricter wording with
regard to the registration of athletes which will be developed through consultation
with David Jeacock and this will help us enforce penalties on Clubs who choose to
affiliate but not register any athletes.

Previously not all Clubs have filled in our Affiliation Application form and either send
a cheque or BACS a payment against a remittance. Trinity is to be amended so that
on the 1st April 2014 the first time the Club Secretary logs in to the Club Portal, they
have a mandatory application form to fill in which will contain wording that they agree
to register all competing athletes. If a completed form has been posted to us we will
remove this form from their portal to avoid a need to duplicate this form by the Club
Secretary.

We should also be incorporating penalties on Clubs who are not renewing their
affiliating in a timely manner. Other NGB’s incorporate this within their policies to
ensure timely payments. For example we are still receiving Club renewals for this
affiliation year and to stop this happening next year I propose that once three months
has elapsed, Club affiliation fee should increase to £85 as a penalty and after six
months £95 to affiliate to England Athletics. Trinity can be amended to only accept
this payment from the Clubs that hit these timelines and remain unaffiliated. For any
new Club that affiliates during the year, the three month penalty will not apply until
the third month anniversary of them joining and Trinity will be configured to reflect
this.

We should also stipulate that clubs cannot claim affiliated discounts on courses
unless they are affiliated for the current affiliation year, we will be able to control this
upon the onset of our online booking system which will be obtaining information
directly from Trinity and we can stipulate that the option of a discounted price is not
available unless the fee has been paid.



Networks

Our generic network requirement / criteria states:-

Only clubs who affiliate all affiliated competing athletes to England Athletics can be a
member of an Athletics Network.

Wording needs to be corrected to say who ‘register all competing athletes’ and this
needs to be enforced.

The Area Teams are supplied information on a monthly basis regarding the clubs in
their areas and need to utilise this information during talks with Networks. It is
important that all Network Clubs account for a rise / fall in registered athletes and
discussion is held around these figures. Penalties which include withdrawal of
Network funding and coaching support will need to be considered at a local level.

Implementation of System Changes

Included in this policy are a number of changes to Trinity/Competition Checker and
athlete website searches which will need to put in place for the 2014 affiliation year.

Subject to a full specification and timelines being forthcoming from our I.T.
Department these changes have been estimated to cost no more than £30,000 and
whilst this has financial implications, the Membership Services Financial budget for
13-14 are on target to make cost savings in excess of this figure.



You can download this document from: http://www.british-athletics.co.uk/foster/comply.pdf

End of Compliance Document
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Racist - An independent review of
England Athletics Coach Education Delivery

Since UK Sport and Sport England foisted UKA and England Athletics
onto us all, coach education has become shambolic. The review into
this coaching shambles received feedback from England Athletics
tutors and in paragraph 57 said: "Often tutors are not able to handle
the London culture, and seem scared of candidates, especially on
courses run in deprived areas. Many tutors are very traditional and
'stand out like foreigners' when delivering on London courses”.

The quangos deliver mountains of paper lecturing decent people
about equal opportunities and racial awareness. Clearly they have a
tick box culture with no grasp of the values underpinning their own
words. Prior to 1998, no sport in the UK performed better than
athletics in promoting racial harmony. Athletics does not need to
take lectures from these quango’s on racial equality and diversity. It
is UK Athletics and England Athletics who have created this culture
where professional coaches “seem scared of candidates”.

Download the independent review of Coach Education Delivery by
England Athletics from:
http://www.british-athletics.co.uk/foster/20121221_review_of_coach_education_delivery.pdf

This document follows over the next 23 pages.

You can download this document from: http://www.british-athletics.co.uk/foster/comply.pdf10
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Overview

Following a meeting with Chris Jones on 8th December 2012, sports coach UK were
commissioned
Delivery. It was agreed that the review should focus on how EA staff, plan, organise,
position, market, promote and budget their coach education courses, and provide
recommendations to support the 2013-17 planning process.

Focus groups, 1-2-1 meetings, conference calls and telephone interviews were used to
speak with fifty-nine people including Board members, England Athletics management
and staff, coaches and volunteers. These took place in November and December 2012.

This report provides the review findings and recommendations aligned to five core areas;
1. Strategic Planning
2. Course logistics
3. The experiences of England Athletics staff
4.
5. Perceptions from Athletics at a local level
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Executive Summary

Findings
Board members, staff and volunteers agree there is an urgent need for more qualified
coaches, yet not enough coaches are being trained and qualified at present.

Board members and management agree that coach education has become a regular
discussion point as a result of missed financial targets and financial discrepancies.

Through our research we have found that the coach education delivery system is
Disconnected from a national to local level
Poorly planned as a whole
Blighted by lack of access to relevant and accurate information
Plagued by logistical and finance issues
For most courses, apparently costing less per candidate to deliver than the prices
charged
Suffering from ongoing teething issues as the new coach education suite
continues to embed
Often perceived as too difficult, too expensive and poorly run
Working better and altogether simpler for Run England compared to Track and
Field Athletics

Whilst examples of effective working exist, and there is recognition of change for the
better in a number of places, the accumulation of multiple issues at every level has
placed the system as a whole

Recommendations
Based upon our findings, industry knowledge and coaching experience we recommend
the following

Appoint o manage coach education
delivery
A refocus and sharpening of forecasting, planning, book-keeping and monitoring
processes, all of which should be underpinned by an evidence base
Running four area coach education delivery programmes that dovetail to the Run
England structures.
A detailed review of what it really costs to deliver a course, on a per candidate
basis, and setting prices accordingly
Operate a streamlined course booking process that drives and directs custom
onto a pre-planned, open course programme for each area
Align staff to the full customer experience (from promotion and sales through to
passing the assessment) and hold them accountable for their specific components
Reconnect with the membership and customer base who feel bitter, concerned
and ignored
Consolidation across coach education delivery, and if needed tweaks to course
content. We believe that any large
customer at this time would be very negative for the sport.
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Findings

Strategic Planning

1. There is an overall lack of leadership and management for coach education
delivery.

2. Forecasting is consistently overly optimistic. It is not informed by appropriate
insight from across the sport nor translated into appropriate delivery models.
Forecasting appears to rely upon predominantly on reviewing and replicating the
delivery from the previous 12 months.

3. The forecasting for Leader courses to support Run England is informed by
Running Group targets, using some basic calculations. eg 35,000 new runners in
15 months = 1500 groups = 1800 leaders = 800 courses of 24 with a 75%
conversion rate.

4. The current annual plans do not provide enough courses in appropriate locations
to meet need. As a result additional demand driven courses are often set-up
throughout the year, making the original planning process partially or fully futile.

5. Efforts have been made to conduct research at a local level to inform coach
education delivery. The audit by Sheffield was academic in nature, and too low in
response rates in order to provide practical, robust intelligence to support coach
education delivery.

6. There are currently no efforts to prioritise the delivery of specific qualifications in
a targeted or strategic way based upon sport need, market size or intelligence
from a local level.

7.
result the planning focuses heavily on the nuts and bolts of setting up and
delivering a course, rather than those steps before and after a course that
support and enable a positive customer experience of coach education.
Specifically there are no marketing, sales or follow up plans in place.

8. There are no overarching coach workforce plans, identifying current and future
coaching capacity, driving coach education planning and delivery. Instead coach
education planning occurs as a discrete exercise.

9. The numbers of qualified and licensed coaches are not reported or made available
on a regular, consistent, basis.
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Course logistics

10.There are many routes and mechanisms to request, book onto and attend a
coach education course including

a. Advice and support from CCSOs, Running staff and other area staff
b. Advice and support from Education Coordinators
c. Via Athletics Network reporting paperwork
d. 12 month pre-planned open programme
e. Demand driven open courses during the year
f. Demand driven closed courses during the year

11.Courses can be requested by a large number of organisations and individuals
g. England Athletics staff, especially CCSOs and Area Coordinators
h. Individual coaches, clubs or volunteers
i. Athletics Network staff
j. Local Authorities and CSPs
k. Schools, Universities and Colleges

12.Clubs often request closed courses but they cannot make the minimum numbers
to run a course. Clubs are often unaware of the pre-planned programme of
courses.

13. There are examples where CSPs have also preferred the closed course option but
failed to get the minimum numbers, leading to a stall in the number of Leaders
trained and deployed into running groups. A move to planned, open course model
has seen courses achieve minimum numbers and a 100% record of Leaders
deployed into running groups.

14. The process for booking a course is paper based and admin heavy. Payments can
be made by cheque, BACS and occasionally by invoice. Invoicing is discouraged
by the finance department, and is overseen by Education Coordinators and
separate administrative staff, adding complexities to the process.

15. The process of coding payment transactions to the relevant courses is not robust
and breaks down. This leads to lack of confidence in the financial reports for
coach education.

16.Negotiations on the cost of venues does take place within each region, including
with clubs. However these are not linked to negotiations for any other area or
national events.

17. There are very few parameters set for coach education costs. Also tutors have no
deadline by which to submit expenses, and are often submitted many months
after course delivery. As such it is very difficult for staff to complete forecasts for
costs, and in turn create meaningful budget lines for coach education. On an
ongoing basis it is also difficult to ascertain if individual courses make a profit,
break even or make a loss.
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18.
can attend assessment days from other courses than their own.

19. The delivery model follows

20. If a course has some coaches booked on to attend, but has not hit minimum
numbers, very little, if anything, is done to encourage the numbers higher before
the decision to cancel a course is taken.

21. The education coordinators are required to coordinate the assessment of the
diaries an C

22. It is arduous to monitor the learner completion rate for courses Reports from IT
have to be requested rather than Education Coordinators being able to make their
own searches for the information needed for their role.
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Area Course Cost Analysis
We performed an analysis of the cost per candidate for each course, per Area (North,
Midlands & South West, South) using financial data, and average candidate numbers
attending each course type, as prepared by the Education Coordinators. This analysis
includes the following cost values

Venue & tutor costs ( average based upon Education Coordinator
data per area per course)
UKA payback fee of £21 for Leader and Assistant courses, £42 for Coach level
qualifications
£10 license fee per candidate
£19 per candidate to cover membership services administrative costs (worked
out using Operating Cost values from October monthly management reports
minus UKA and license fee, divided by candidate numbers)

Course

North M & SW South
RRP per

candidateCost per
candidate to

deliver

Cost per
candidate to

deliver

Cost per
candidate to

deliver
LiRF £76 £80 £87 £110 (but

previously was
£90)

Athletics
Leader

£90 £77 £90 £130

Coaching
Assistant

£123 £130 £210 £190

Athletics
Coach

£192 £270 £240 £365 (£325 with
membership
bursary)

Coach in
Running
Fitness

£320 £271 £411
(high value due
to low numbers
on courses,
therefore ratio
of cost to
candidate is
increased)

£365 (£325 with
membership
bursary)

Based upon this analysis, coach education should be operating at a profit. This raises
questions as to whether

The correct income per candidate is being generated
The budget coding of income is correct
The budget coding of expenditure is correct
The financial records kept by education coordinators are correct (from which tutor
and venue cost estimates can be generated, and candidate numbers per course
identified)
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The experiences of England Athletics staff

23.The current staffing structures for coach education delivery cuts across multiple
departments - Coaching, Membership Services, Field Teams and Run England.
This creates professional silos and is cumbersome in nature. It is easy to pass
responsibility and avoid accountability for a number of the stages required for
effective coach education delivery.

24.Staff in management positions across membership services, coaching, field
delivery and finance departments have varied understandings of;

a. the key drivers for coach education
b. what all the budgeted costs are for coach education
c. the overall financial picture for coach education

25.Efforts to improve coach education delivery have become reactionary and focus
on dealing with issues that have escalated over time rather than pre-empt issues
in a proactive manner. There is now an aversion to addressing coach education
issues head on. For example the national Field Delivery Team meeting occurs on
a monthly basis. It is common for the same issues to be raised each meeting
without any remedial action in between.

26.Area and national staff find it difficult to get reports generated by the IT
department. Coaching reports are not seen as a priority.

27.Staff experience a number of issues with the data available on coaches
d. The contact details are incorrect for many coaches (one CCSO described

emailing 800 coaches using information from a membership database
report, only to find 500 email addresses did not work)

e. It is only possible to generate reports of coaches linked to their home
address, not their club

28. It is recognised that the initial promotion and marketing materials for the courses
were poor, but that the current fliers are much better. However it would appear
that there is no marketing or promotional plan, and that despite having these

Education Coordinators.

29.Staff from the following departments (Coaching, Field Delivery, Membership
services), . We
believe this stems from professional silos, and a lack of understanding amongst

30. The phone numbers of the Education Coordinators are on the England Athletics
website. Currently the Education Coordinators take phone calls from learner
coaches and some CCSOs for advice on which courses are best for them. One of
the Education Coordinators estimated this was taking up 10 hours per week.

31.
locally, these efforts are uncoordinated and lack impact in many cases. This is
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due to a mixture of sales skills across individuals, coupled with a lack of
appropriate sales planning and knowledge of the coach education courses.
Indeed, Education Coordinators believe that too many CCSOs d
experience or knowledge to guide the coaches to the right course, in part due to
a perceived high turnover of CCSOs.

32.Staff at all levels recognise that the new suite of coach education courses
challenges the culture of clubs and coaching, especially the Athletics Coach
qualification. There is also recognition amongst coaching staff and field delivery
teams that there is significant confusion about the coach education courses.

33.Coach education and coach development are planned and delivered separately,
with little integration.

34. The FT tutor pilot appears to have identified a number of benefits for this role
being rolled out wider to other areas including

a. Greater familiarity and confidence in delivering courses
b. A link between UKA coach development staff, national and regional

trainers and the tutor workforce, providing a unique set of insight and
anecdotal feedback that can be channelled to improve ongoing coach
education delivery

c. Flexibility for tutor deployment in last minute situations such as
redeployment to another course when a tutor falls sick

d. Helping to raise tutor standards
e. Time to support diary completion and provide a helping hand to those

candidates who have not yet taken their assessment
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35.Communications are seen to be directed towards clubs and club volunteers,
rather than going straight to coaches.

36. The England Athletics website is used to promote courses eg course finder by
post code. However the details of course content are located separately on the
UKA website with no link to the England Athletics website. There is a recognition
that the information provided on the England athletics website is much better
than it used to be.

37. Lots of courses get cancelled with significant numbers of coaches already
registered, but not quite at the minimum level. Athletics Coach in particular is
seen as a course that is cancelled often.

38. Too few courses are planned they are not frequent enough.

39.Overall, awards and qualifications are deemed expensive across many locations
and especially in many poorer parts of London. The only location where we
received feedback that the cost was was Berkshire.

40.Many coaches feel they are expected to travel too far to access a course, often
over an hour each way. This is particularly the case in London, where suggested
courses can be 2 or more hours travel time each way for potential candidates,
and at £15 - £20 per day of travel.

41.Overall the Leader and Coaching Assistant awards are viewed positively. Two
coaches provided feedback that the Athletics Coach and CiRF qualifications were
very good.

42.Athletics Coach tutors are seen to have weaknesses in event specific knowledge
and experience, outside of their own event Feedback from multiple
sources suggests that tutors contradict themselves and each other throughout the
3 day course. As a result trainee coaches are not becoming proficient across the
Run, Jump, Throw spectrum, and tutors are losing credibility.

43.Many coaches state that completing the diary and getting to the assessment day
for Coach level qualifications, especially Athletics Coach, is very difficult. The
main areas cited are lack of support provided for diary completion after the
tutoring is complete. The other is too little time is given between the end of the
tutoring and the planned assessment day.
coaching conferences offered coaches the opportunity for diary support. At the

event, no one attended. We are also aware that candidates can now
choose from all the assessment days, not just the one assigned to their course,
offering candidates longer if needed].
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44.A few coaches we spoke to have had the support of a CCSO to complete their
diary and get to the assessment day. These learners all speak very positively of
this support and say how much it has helped them.

45. The content and format of uCoach has improved considerably since the
qualifications were first launched. This platform is seen as being increasingly
useful and important by those attending coach education courses.

46.One coach was part way through the on-line module for sprints, with positive
feedback including; advertised to me by UKA, easy to navigate, good content and
self explanatory.

47. It seems that the lower the number of learners on a course the better the
completion rate. As such those courses that run at the minimum course number
are less likely to produce qualified coaches than those running with below
minimum numbers.
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Perceptions from Athletics at a local level

48.Difficult to work out what is being done to promote these courses at a local level
a. CCSOs support focus clubs, the LCDP and Athletics Networks, but there is

little direct

49. Lots of feedback was provided about Athletics Coach. In particular
a. It runs against the grain of club and volunteer athletics
b. Most people in clubs want to specialise
c. Tension between what people want to do versus what is best or required

(eg Run, Jump, Throw)
d. Jump between Coaching Assistant and Athletics Coach is big. A number of

coaches have found this difficult
e.

practical and effective as a coach may find this jump very difficult
f. A feeling that Athletics Coach is pitched too high
g. Need one Athletics Coach per club, but not per event group
h. Qualification is rigid, boring and time consuming

50.A number of comments were made that overall qualifications are
a. Suitable for white, male, middle classed audiences
b. Discriminate against BME groups
c.

education
d. Discriminate against women
e. Not inclusive

51.One of the reasons why issues exist is because of changes to coach education
courses over the last 2 decades. Here is a feeling across the sport that that there

England

52.Changing the names from being Level based to the current options has led to lots
of confusion about the coach education suite. As a result, people do not know
what each qualification offers, which one is right for them and why the changes
have been made

53.There is a lot of suspicion about the motives of England Athletics and UK
Athletics. Many coaches feel there is a lack of transparency, especially around
finances and costs. It is commonly believed that England Athletics desire to make
a profit on coach education and use this money for areas other than developing
grass root athletics.

54.Although where possible courses are set to avoid clashes with other events in the
Athletics calendar, many believe that there are still too many courses clashing
with key athletics events at a national and local level.

55. Experienced coaches, typically Levels 2 and 3, feel disenfranchised from England
Athletics and the current coach education offer in two ways. Firstly they feel they
do not have enough understanding of the current Leader, Assistant and Coach
level qualifications to help those in their club complete these courses. Secondly
their own education pathway was removed when the new courses began a few
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years ago and delays on event specific material has caused issues. In effect there
is a

56. These more experienced coaches also ask these types of questions:
a.
b. Where do I fit?
c. What am I covered to do? What am I am insured to deliver now?
d. Can I coach beginners?
e. Only a percentage are aware that the event modules are available on line

57. London culture is not recognised or considered when planning and delivering
coach education. Feedback provided is that;

a. Since the riots, people are more wary and can be scared about going to
different places. For example people do not travel outside of their
boroughs or Post Codes

b. Often tutors are not able to handle the London culture and seem scared of
candidates, especially on courses run in deprived areas

c. stand out like foreigners
delivering on London courses

58. There is no trend of financial support from clubs to trainee coaches. All across the
country there are clubs that will provide full financial support for coach
qualifications, clubs that provide no financial support, and clubs that provide
some.

59.

60. but there are
massive

61.
for NCDP takes funding away from building a wider base of coaches at the
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Recommendations

Strategic Planning

1. role it is to lead, plan and implement the coach
education qualification programme across the organisation

a. We suggest you consider a Coach Education Manager, reporting to the
Head of Coaching

2. On an annual basis gather information on the current, and future, supply and
demand for coaching

a. On-line surveys sent to sample groups of clubs and coaches in all four
regions (these need not be costly but simple, practical surveys to gather
some basic information to inform decision making about supply and
demand for coaches)

b. Conduct one focus group per region

3. Adopt a single, high level, coach workforce plan that drives coach education and
development

4. Produce quarterly reports from the membership database
a. Numbers of coaches by qualification
b. Broken down by region

5. Adopt an annual coach education programme
a. Forecast, planned and delivered as four area programmes (North,

Midlands & South West, South and London)
b. Financial reports of variance and income / expenditure should be prepared

regionally and nationally
c. Each area programme to consider:

i. Geography eg remote areas which will struggle to achieve normal
minimum numbers

ii. Demographics
iii. The nuances and structure of the sport including the size, location,

and influence of local clubs plus competition and events schedule
iv. Campaigns to increase coach throughput on particular qualifications
v. Insight into area and local need for coaches

d. Using a UK wide map of courses to ensure no overlap
e. Working to a model that courses are preferred in the autumn and winter

months (with LiRF courses running all year long)
f. Key focus on creating a successful programme of pre-planned, open

courses. No courses on demand to be set-up until fixed courses are
running to minimum numbers or very close to.
[Not including those run for teachers, as minimal numbers cancelled]
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m. Share success as often as possible there is too much negativity at
present

n. Bring staff together at least twice per year for briefings, progress reports,
sharing of examples, success stories, and social interaction

26. The planning and delivery of coach education and development should become
more integrated. In many cases the target market is the same for both areas.

o. Task the Area teams to consider how coach education can link and/or
support coach development and vice versa [an example of this emerged
from the focus group with one of the area teams. Simple questioning
about links between education and development resulted in staff
recognising they had not considered some available mechanisms for
promoting coach education to coaches within the LCDP]

p. Empower staff with the high level, coach workforce plan to drive coach
education and development in a coordinated way to achieve a common
goal of enough coaches, with the right skills, coaching across athletics.

27. Improve the quality and accessibility of data for coaches and coach education.
Without this it is almost impossible to communicate with and market courses
directly to coaches, or be informed of the number of current coaches.

q. Short term fix to improve quality of data, especially contact information
for coaches and removal of out of date entries

r. Agree with IT department a calendar of reports for the year and to whom
they should be provided

s. Long term investment into a new, purpose built IT system

28.Remove Education Coordinator contact details from the website. Instead enquiries
for coach education should be made to CCSOs and Run England staff.

29.CCSOs should be
t. briefed and well orientated into the current coach education programmes,

aims & objectives, content and pathway.
u. Provided with sales and negotiation training

30.Education Coordinators should be provided with training for negotiation and basic
financial book keeping
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The

31.At present the connection between coach education delivery and its customers is
on the whole broken. There is a need to

a. Build credibility and reliability
i. Especially, stop cancelling courses and assessments even if this

makes a short term loss. Otherwise the demand for courses will
drop further.

b. Create a perception of accessibility and affordability
c. Raise members understanding of the coach education courses, and

provide simple advice on which course is best for any given individual
d. Offer financial transparency for customers

i. Do courses make a loss / breakeven / make profit
ii. If profit what is this spent on?
iii. Up front about UKA fee, license fee
iv. Why can they afford to subsidise by £40? Why was this added in

the first place?

32.Recognise there are two different customers
e. Clubs who pay for members to attend a course
f. Coaches who pay themselves to attend a course

33.Recognise there are a number of different consumers, such as
g. Qualified coaches who want to progress further, and may well be confused

about what course to take next
h. An unqualified coach taking their first course, and who is a member/

athlete/ runner
i. A parent taking a course to support their child

34.Create messaging that will resonate with customer and consumer groups and can
be

j. Included in formal marketing materials
k. Placed on-line alongside coach education information
l. Drip fed through other member communication methods and channels eg

e-newsletter, twitter, blogs, AGMs, events
m. Used to underpin the sales tactics of CCSOs

35.Consider creating a Customer Pledge for individuals and clubs along the lines of;
n. [add some

small print that excludes when tutors fall sick last minute, acts of God]
o. We aim to provide a course for everyone within a maximum travel time to

the venue of ....
p. We know coaches are essential for you (to service members and meet

insurance requirements)
q. We are doing everything we can to make sure you have the best coaches

for your club, at a fair price, and trained locally
r. Value for money is important we are making coach education as

affordable as possible
s. Transparency of costs here is a breakdown of the costs
t. We offer bursaries for those who need them
u. You are performing a crucial role for the sport and we look forward to an

ongoing relationship with you
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36.As soon as possible, formally launch (or re-launch) the event modules and
promote these to all qualified coaches who are eligible, especially those who have
qualified at Level 2 and 3 over the last decade.

v. Prepare in advance a response and FAQ for those that argue that e-
learning is not accessible to all

w. Use FT tutors to help coaches access and use the e-learning offer. Perhaps
e-learning clinics for anyone who does not have the confidence or IT skills
required

x. Identify and promote positive cases studies where coaches have already
completed the e-learning courses. These could be blogs that appear on
uCoach.

37. Promote case studies about
y. Positive course experiences (it was easy to book on, great location,

fantastic tutors, support for my diary, assessment day was well organised,
etc..)

z. Value for money
aa. The positive impact for the individual coach
bb. The positive impact for clubs [one coach we spoke to, who had attended

CiRF, spoke of how it has really helped him coach. As a result of the
coaching programmes he has now instigated, his club is thriving with more
members than ever]

38.Make it as easy as possible to access coach education course and booking
information on-line

cc. Connect and integrate the relevant content on uCoach and England
Athletics website

dd. Make it possible to access course content, calendar and booking options
whether you start at either uCoach or England Athletics website

ee. Conduct some user testing to inform website improvements
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Perceptions from Athletics at a local level

39.There is a need for consolidation across coach education. We would urge that our
report and recommendations are used to improve the coach
education courses are delivered, leading to higher customer satisfaction and more
qualified coaches. Some course specific tweaks may be required, but ultimately
we believe that any large scale change to what is delivered to the customer at
this time would be very negative for the sport.

40.Communicate any improvements you are making to coach education delivery to
the wider membership.

41.Demonstrate empathy with the club and volunteer workforce that the change in
coach education courses does clash with the recent/current culture and structure
of coach education

a. Promote the benefits of the new system
b. Highlight the successes of the new courses
c. Provide examples where newly trained coaches are positive about the

training and have put it into practice
d. Ensure clubs know where help is available

42. Focus on up-skilling clubs, and increasing the wider awareness of the coach
education courses,

e. Supporting Coaches workshop aimed at
volunteers within clubs

f. Invite more experienced and qualified coaches to attend courses as part of
their CPD, mainly so they are better able to support coaches in their clubs
complete the qualifications

g. Prepare an on-line tool to help club volunteers and more experienced
coaches understand the coach education courses and how they can help
candidates

43.Help the membership understand how coach education and development work
together to increase the capacity and quality of coaching for the sport.

44.Repairing relations and improving delivery in London should be a priority.
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Methodology

Focus Groups and Interviews

All conducted by O Holt and/or J Mackintosh:

Contacts
Date Format

Kevin Tyler & Richard Wheater 23 October 2012 Focus group
Lynette Smith & Education
Coordinators

26 October 2012 Focus group

Kate Liggins 26 October 2012 1-2-1 interview
South Area field Team, including
Area team manager and CCSOs

6 November 2012 Telephone focus group

Male coach 10/11/12 Telephone interview
Leonie Lightfoot 12/11/12 1-2-1 interview
Male coach 13/11/12 Telephone interview
Mike Heath 15/11/12 Telephone interview
Tony Shiret 16/11/12 Telephone interview
Geoff Wightman 14/11/12 1-2-1 interview
Midlands and South West field
team, including CCSOs,
Education Coordinator and
Disability Support Officer

27/11/12 Focus group

17 Coaches from the West
Midlands area

27/11/12 Focus Group

Paul Moseley (FT tutor pilot) 7/12/12 Telephone interview
Graham Jessop 6/12/12 Telephone interview
Rhian Horlock (Run manager,
London)

7/12/12 Telephone interview

Male coach 6/12/12 Telephone interview
Male coach 7 December 2012 Telephone interview
Female coach 7 December 2012 Telephone interview
Female coach 7 December 2012 Telephone interview
Chris Jones 7 December 2012 Telephone interview
Female coach 30 November 2012 Telephone interview
Male coach 30 November 2012 Telephone interview
Female coach 1 December 2012 Telephone interview
Craig Blain (North Run England
Coordinator)

17 December 2012 Telephone interview
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History

In late 1997 The British Athletics Federation fell into bankruptcy.
Government agencies, UK Sport and Sport England, presenting
themselves as saviours, implemented a full scale take over of
athletics. Initially £300,000 of "support" was offered to establish UK
Athletics as a new governing body, controlled by the department for
culture media and sport. The true intentions of the government
agencies were revealed in 2004, when Sir Andrew Foster, a paid
employee of Sport England, produced what was disgracefully claimed
to be an independent review into athletics in the UK.

It was far from independent. Sport England together with UK Sport
carved athletics into two distinct parts to dovetail with their own
objectives.

Sport England took charge of the grass roots of the sport seeking to
exploit the free labour of a large number of athletics volunteers. The
intention was to use athletics to address social issues such as youth
crime, the fight against heart disease and increase the sporting
opportunities offered to people with disabilities.

Meanwhile UK Sport took responsibility for elite performance. The
commercial rights to the sport were effectively stolen from the clubs
(AAA’s Championships) and placed into the pockets of UK Athletics
and England Athletics directors who were now able to pay themselves
wages up to a quarter of a million pounds per annum, for roles which
had previously been carried out more effectively by volunteers.

It has now been 15 years since UK Sport and Sport England took
charge of British Athletics. The best way to understand the decline is
to compare the performances of the 50th ranked male marathon
runner. Fifteen years prior to the government takeover he ran the 26.2
mile distance in 2:17.42 (source Peter Matthews UK Statistics over
the years). Fifteen years after the government takeover he ran ten
minutes slower in a time of 2:28.53 (source The Power of Ten
rankings website).

As the saying goes, when you are in a hole, the best action is to stop
digging. Instead our publicly funded governing body, UK Athletics just
love creating new laws. They have now stopped thirteen and
fourteen year old boys from racing one lap around an athletics track
[UKA Rule 107(vii)]. This simple yet devastating rule change represents
the true 2012 Olympic legacy.

You can download this document from: http://www.british-athletics.co.uk/foster/comply.pdf35
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